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The process of identifying relevant scientific papers and authors has become 

more and more problematic to unfamiliar individuals, as well as experts searching 

for state-or-the-art approaches, due to the high-speed at which emerging domains 

evolve and the rapid increase of available publications. This paper presents our 

overarching architecture grounded in Cohesion Network Analysis, while focusing on 

the papers published within the Scientific Bulletin from University Politehnica of 

Bucharest. Our method provides valuable insights about authors’ semantic 

relatedness based on research topics, different types of associations identified as 

links within the 2-mode graph, as well as statistics about top ranked authors and 

articles. 
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1. Introduction 

Communities of different types are gaining a broader adoption, and 

sociograms are frequently used to represent relations between different members 

[1]. For example, analyses of the interactions between members are useful to 

detect the most influential individuals in a community or to potentially identify 

members with similar interests. In addition, sociograms can be also used to reflect 

relations between authors based on the content and documents’ meta-information. 

This paper introduces a comprehensive analysis of the articles and of authors from 
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the Scientific Bulletin of University Politehnica of Bucharest community, using a 

general framework that includes crawling, indexing, semantic similarity measures, 

and graph visualizations, all grounded in Cohesion Network Analysis graph [2]. 

Communities are usually evaluated based on existing links between 

individuals, which can be considered to generate an underlying graph. Social 

Network Analysis (SNA) [3, 4] provides different metrics to measure the 

importance of nodes in such graphs, like betweenness and centrality. In case of 

author networks, links can be used to model similarities between their articles. 

Thus a 2-mode graph can be generated, containing two types of nodes: authors 

and articles. In such graphs, the similarity between authors can be computed based 

on the similarity between articles. Usually, three different types of links between 

articles are used in order to evaluate links between articles and corresponding 

authors: co-authorship, co-citations, and semantic similarity of the content [5]. In 

the current experiments we used the ReaderBench framework [6, 7] to compute 

the semantic distances between article abstracts and to build the 2-mode CNA 

graph [5]. 

The paper continues with a brief description of the Scientific Bulletin 

corpus of scientific articles, our system’s architecture together with the method for 

building the 2-mode CNA graph. Afterwards, the network graphs generated from 

the corpus are discussed, highlighting interesting insights extracted from the data. 

2. Method 

Corpus of articles from the Scientific Bulletin 

The Scientific Bulletin is an online journal available at 

https://www.scientificbulletin.upb.ro containing research articles mostly published 

by research teams and professors from the University Politehnica of Bucharest. 

The journal has been published for more than 80 years and includes research 

papers from four major areas of study, namely: Series A – Applied Mathematics 

and Physics; Series B – Chemistry and Material Science; Series C – Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science; and Series D – Mechanical Engineering. We 

have gathered data from all four series, counting a total of 3792 articles and 7220 

unique authors. Fig. 1 illustrates the distribution of articles and authors, per series. 

 

https://www.scientificbulletin.upb.ro/
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Fig. 1. The number of analyzed articles and authors per series. 

 

Fig. 2 depicts the number of published articles per year for each series. 

Series C - Electrical Engineering and Computer Science has published, in 

average, the highest number of articles. All articles were downloaded in pdf 

format directly from the official site.  
 

 
Fig. 2. The number of articles published per year, by series. 

Architecture 

The proposed processing architecture is depicted in Fig. 3 and it consists 

of three major stages. First, the Data Extractor component performs the following 

actions: a) crawling of .pdf articles, b) parsing of documents using Grobid 

(https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid), and c) saving the document’s corresponding 

metainformation in the ElasticSearch full-text search engine and database 

(https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch [9]. In order to automatically 

https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid
https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
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extract the relevant information from each article, we used Grobid, an open source 

machine-learning library specialized in parsing and extracting information from 

pdf format articles and packing them into TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) format 

[8]. The Grobid Server node works as a standalone server and a bash script calls 

the method ‘/api/processHeaderDocument’ in order to get the necessary 

information from the raw articles which are now transposed into XML TEI 

format. 

However, we could not achieve 100% accuracy on parsing all the 

Scientific Bulletin articles because Grobid is not always able to extract correctly 

information from the raw pdf format. For example, Grobid server usually fails on 

extracting the author affiliations. Moreover, articles in which the same author was 

inserted twice in the resulted XML TEI format were also identified. In order to 

overcome this issue, we only focused on the mandatory fields of an article: title, 

authors, published date and abstract. If any of those fields were missing from the 

Grobid resulting XML, the corresponding article was ignored. 

 

Fig. 3. The detailed architecture of the system. 

Second, the processing pipeline from the Hub-Tech project [5, 10] was 

adapted to perform specific analyses for the current project. The pipeline provides 

a fast environment for analyzing large datasets of documents and it uses AKKA 

(https://akka.io) for both parallel and distributed computing [11]. AKKA uses the 

master-worker architecture in which the master submits the documents for pre-

https://akka.io/
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processing, receives the converted documents using the ReaderBench framework 

[6], and builds batches of two documents that are sent to workers in a round-robin 

procedure for generating the 2-mode CNA graph which is passed to the next 

stage. The 2-mode CNA graph considers two types of nodes, namely author nodes 

and article, and the relationships between articles is reflected by three types of 

links: co-authorship, co-citation and semantic similarity [5]. Several rules have 

been introduced to refine the method: 

• If the semantic similarity between two article abstracts is below an 

imposed threshold empirically set at 0.3, the link is disregarded; 

• The value of the edge between two authors is computed as the mean of 

semantic similarities between the articles they both wrote (i.e., pairwise 

comparisons between the abstracts of all their papers). The previous rule 

still applies. 

• Two specific cases need to be considered in terms of the relations between 

individuals and articles: a) if the author wrote an article, then the edge is 

assigned a value of 1 (perfect relatedness); b) otherwise, the edge is 

assigned the mean of the semantic distances between all the articles that 

the author wrote versus the article represented in the graph node. Similar 

to the previous cases, if the mean is below 0.3, the edge is disregarded. 
 

Third, the visualization component is a web interface which renders the 2-

mode CNA graph in order to provide a deeper understanding of the relationships 

between authors from the Scientific Bulletin community. Kibana 

(https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana), a framework seamlessly integrated with 

ElasticSearch, provides extensive visualizations. Kibana allows users to explore 

the dataset and discover authors and articles based on the associations derived 

from the 2-mode CNA graph. Article-article edges are colored in red, author-

author edges are blue, whereas author-article edges are yellow. Edge values 

directly influence their visual size. A value closer to one (i.e., maximum 

relatedness) increases the edge width. The author’s number of publications also 

influences the size of author-article edges. In addition, edges drawn as dashed 

lines have the following interpretation: 

• All parent-edges are drawn with grey dashed lines; 

• Author-author edges drawn with blue dashed lines suggest that that two 

authors have published together a singular article, and none of them have 

published anything else. The author-author value between them is one; 

• Author-article edges drawn with yellow dashed lines suggest that the 

author published only one article, that to which the author-article link is 

established. 

https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana
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3. Results and Discussions 

Specific analyses on a given community can be done either at global level 

or locally focusing on a given author or article. The latter approach is performed 

by applying a breadth-first search from the desired node and using only the 

highest weighted links. As a first example, Fig. 4 presents small sub-communities 

formed around professors from various departments of the university. Clusters are 

centered on some of the most active professors from the Computer Science 

department of UPB: Nicolae Țăpuș, Ștefan Trăușan-Matu, Adina Magda Florea, 

and Florica Moldoveanu. In addition, Fig. 4 illustrates a potential use case of the 

provided visualizations. Professors from different clusters have published articles 

on different subjects.  

 
Fig. 4. Zoom on several departments of University Politehnica Bucharest, section Computer 

Science. 
 

For example, the cluster center around Ștefan Trăușan-Matu, Mihai 

Dascălu, Costin Chiru and Traian Rebedea have published articles related to 

Natural Language Processing, whilst the cluster centered on Nicolae Ţăpus, 

Răzvan Deaconescu and Răzvan Rughiniș has published articles on Operating 

Systems and Computer Networks. 
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Fig. 5 introduces a network graph for two authors of this paper focused on 

the semantic similarities between article abstracts, a view which can be used to 

explore similarities between research topics. Our method is a variation of a 

breadth first search adapted for a graph with two types of nodes and four types of 

edges, together with imposed constraints of a maximum depth of three levels and 

a branching factor below 20. 

 

Fig. 5. Article-article-type similarities (red edges). 
 

Fig. 6 illustrates high semantic similarities between authors. The analysis 

starts from two authors and advances in depth for a maximum of three levels, with 

a branching factor of ten.  

 
Fig. 6. Author-author-type similarities (blue edges). 
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The more articles the authors wrote together, the thicker the edge between 

them. This visualization is designed to support extensive follow-up analyses of 

author clusters. 

Fig. 7 presents the relationship between articles and authors, using the top 

20% of author-article-type edges and a breadth first search algorithm with a 

maximum depth of 3 and branching factor of 20. The visualization starts from one 

main author, in this particular case Adina Magda Florea. Larger author nodes 

denote an increasing number of publications. Similar to previous use cases, this 

visualization can help better understand the dynamic of research groups that 

published in the Scientific Bulletin of University Politehnica of Bucharest. 

 
Fig. 7. Author-article-type similarities (yellow edges). 

 

Fig. 8 illustrates the sub-graph generated by the top 25 authors and 25 

articles according to their degree score in the 2-mode CNA graph.  

 

These nodes have the highest semantic similarity score relative to the 

entire corpus. It is interesting to note that the articles are from different fields such 

as distributed programming, telecommunications and electronics, while the 

transition between the upper part of and the lower part of the graph is created by a 

multi-disciplinary article relevant to all the previously specified domains. 
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Fig. 8. Top authors and articles by degree. 

 

4. Conclusions 

This paper describes a comprehensive case study performed on the 

publications from the Scientific Bulletin of University Politehnica of Bucharest. 

Our system creates a 2-mode CNA graph containing both authors and articles, in 

which similarities between different authors are computed, leading to clusters of 

researchers working together on certain topics. 

Our system can be used to detect important authors from a specific 

domain, or similar articles to a given subject, helping individuals from outside the 

community to find relevant authors and articles based on the semantic content of 

the articles. In addition, the system can be also extended towards becoming a 
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benchmarking system to evaluate the impact and relations between different 

authors, publications, and affiliations. 

Moreover, we aim to implement additional recommendation services 

targeted to support individuals in identifying key experts who fit more specific 

requirements and different filtering criteria (e.g., affiliation to a national research 

institute from a different city, or an European partner). We also strive to include 

analyses that depict the time evolution of a community in terms of global 

statistics, research group dynamics, as well as trending topics and their changes in 

time. 
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